### THE QUESTION OF Good-Reading Matter.

It is now apparent in a great many minds, Max, we have to think about good reading matter for each member of the family.

In a great many cases they have not the efficient list, which is available.

Then there are not because you read some little and worthless thing.

Stop and think

### Another Point

Our magazine is now regarded as the best.

A few of the most popular 'dollars and sense' magazines are given below.

- **The National Magazine**
  - 
- **The Literary Digest**
  - 

### Property Listed Free

If you want to sell, let us know in advance.

Call or address the first at either

**ENTRIES OR LISTING DESCRIBED.**

---

**WALLA WALLA CHIEF-TRIBUNE**

Counting Official Paper

**Valentine and Company**

**Good Literature**

For Almost

Nothing

of what Mr. Charles E. Root, general

property, the Pacific Coast has

bequeathed us, the reader may

choose any set of it for his

home library. One of the

important sets is the

**WASHINGTON**

1890—

The land of opportunity, favorably situated in the

ndustry, the home of the

communication, the

Pacific Coast. The

Northwest and the

SOUTHWEST.

A few choice copies of the

printers, and the

rich natural resources of the

Washington. The

NW. 3 Biggest.
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